Abstract. In this study we conduct a numerical analysis of an intense and destructive storm that occurred over Calabria, southern Italy, on 10-12 December 2003. More than 250 mm of precipitation was recorded over a large area in southern Calabria and one station reported about 660 mm in two days (more than half of the yearly climatological value). Precipitation fell mainly during 11 and 12 December. The storm was characterized by the entrance of an Atlantic upper-level trough associated with a deep surface low that advected humid marine air toward steep Calabrian orography. The steep mountain ridges favoured landslides, which were reported in several villages. Property damage was extensive.
Introduction
The Mediterranean region is characterized by torrential rainfall and flash floods at different spatial and temporal scales (Siccardi, 1996; Jansa, 1994) . Several events have been studied, discussed, and reported in various countries around the Mediterranean basin (Homar et al., 2001; Fehlman et al., 2000; Buzzi and Foschini, 2000; Alpert et al., 2002) .
From the meteorological perspective, atmospheric forcing spans different spatial and temporal scales and determines different types of intense rainfall in the Mediterranean region.
The most common type of intense cyclone in the Mediterranean region is the baroclinic lee cyclone of the type described in Buzzi and Tibaldi (1978) . These cyclones can be quite intense over Calabria (Fig. 1) , where our study is focused. The peculiar geographical features of Calabria, i.e. the presence of steep mountain ranges near a warm sea, can lead to persistent precipitation patterns over localized areas (Federico et al., 2003a) .
In some cases, intense localized cyclones at the subsynoptic scale were the cause of major events, such as the Mediterranean Hurricane (Medicane) of 4-6 October 1996 reported by Atlas and Reale (2001) , or the Crotone supercell-like storm studied by Federico et al. (2003b) . There are several other cases in which heavy precipitation in the Mediterranean occurred without a clear deep cyclone development and the synoptic scale features resembled cases in which little rain was observed. Recent studies (Krichack et al., 2004; Turato et al., 2004) suggest that for these major floods events, moisture sources were outside the Mediterranean basin and large-scale water vapour transport was important. In the extra-tropical atmosphere intense cyclones often develop under upper-tropospheric jet streams that are often characterized by anomalously high values of potential vorticity (PV). PV is conserved along the flow on a isentropic surface under adiabatic and frictionless motion (Hoskins et al., 1985) . Because of its conservative property, PV is used to trace areas with specific air mass characteristics and is applied in the analysis of atmospheric processes. The positive PV anomalies influence the timing, amplitude, and location of intense surface cyclones and heavy precipitation events by upper level forcing (Fehlman and Davies, 1999; Krichack et al., 2007) . Accurate specification of the troposphere PV distribution might be necessary for the successful prediction of hazardous weather events (Romero et al., 2005) .
Unusually intense rainfall occurred on 10-12 December 2003 over Calabria, southern Italy. Figure 2 shows the accumulated precipitation from 00:00 UTC 10 December 2003 to 00:00 UTC 13 December 2003 objectively analyzed by a Cressman-type scheme with 0.15• search radius, which smears the 660 mm maximum measured value. During the entire storm event, the flow was mainly from the southeast and there was a partial shielding effect from the mountain ranges that led to more precipitation over the Ionian coastal areas. Moreover, accumulated rain was greater over the main peaks (Sila, Serre and Aspromonte) due to orographic uplift. Because of the high precipitation values that were recorded, this storm is a prototype for intense rainfall events over Calabria and can help to determine key factors involved in such events, both at the synoptic scale and mesoscale.
The purpose our study is to assess the roles of one boundary (orography), one physical (surface latent heat flux), and one dynamic factor (upper level PV anomaly) for this storm event.
Orography and latent heat flux are expected to be important factors because throughout the event the synoptic flow in the lower troposphere was mainly from the southeast and advected humid and relatively warm air masses toward the steep Calabrian orography. The anomalously high PV values of this cyclone modified the atmospheric stratification and forced vertical motions, which is expected to be important for atmospheric development in our simulations. This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we present available observations from the regional rain gauge network and give a synoptic overview of the storm event, in Sect. 3 we describe the model set up and the simulation strategy, and in Sect. 4 we report and discuss the results. Conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
Rain gauge observations and synoptic overview
In this study we are interested in the precipitation field and the mesoscale processes involved, thus we evaluate model performance by comparing model precipitation output with the recorded rainfall from the regional rain gauge network. This analysis is made on a daily basis. Figure 3a , b, and c shows the total precipitation accumulated for 10, 11 and 12 December 2003, respectively, analyzed by the Cressman objective scheme. Recorded rainfall from more than 130 stations is available for our study. Rainfall started during the second part of 10 December. From Fig. 3 it is evident that: -Precipitation is greater for 11 and 12 December compared to 10 December; -For 10 December rainfall is located upwind of the main peaks, and for 11 and 12 December an area of high precipitation occurred on the lee of Aspromonte where landslides were reported in several villages. Figure 4a shows the low level ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast) operational analysis at 12:00 UTC 10 December 2003. A low pressure pattern is centred over Algeria and warm humid air masses are advected onto the Calabrian east coast. During the following 12 h, intense rainfalls were reported in several villages of the Ionian coast. Figure 4b shows the upper level analysis for the same time as Fig. 4a . For the extra tropics, PV values greater than 3 PV units (PVU) are inferred to represent stratospheric air masses because of the high values of static stability in this portion of the atmosphere. PV values of 1.5-3 PVU represent air that originated near the tropopause. PV values less than 1.5 PVU represent tropospheric air masses (Krichack et al., 2004) . Positive PV anomalies are often found in areas with downward propagation of stratospheric air masses (Santurette and Georgiev, 2005) and, following the classification described above, the height of the 1.5 PVU surface is usually assumed as the height of the dynamic tropopause. During the following day the sea level pressure cyclone moved eastward and the pressure minimum reached the Libyan coast at about 12:00 UTC 11 December. Then it moved northeastward crossing Calabria and Sicily. This evolution is well illustrated by Figs. 5a and b.
Also well illustrated by Fig. 5b are the upper level cutoff associated with the surface low and the elongated tropospheric intrusion of stratospheric air masses located over Africa.
It is worth noting that winds over the Ionian Sea intensify throughout the cyclone evolution and advect moist air masses toward the Ionian coast. In addition, the height of the 1.5 PVU surface in Fig. 5b is lower than in Fig. 4b , and its minimum height is closer to the central Mediterranean basin. Likely, this meteorological situation determines a more direct upper level forcing of the circulation over the area.
Model setup and numerical experiments
The following is a brief description of the model set up including the options selected. For details on RAMS, the reader should refer to Pielke et al. (1992) and Cotton et al. (2003) .
RAMS domains are shown in Fig. 6 . Horizontal grid spacing is 30 km, 10 km, and 3.3 km for the first, second, and third grid. Grid nesting uses a two way interactive procedure. Thirty vertical levels, up to 17 000 m in the terrain following Parameterization of the surface water and energy budgets and fluxes with the atmosphere are described in Walko et al. (2000) .
Non-convective precipitation is computed from explicit prognostic equations for seven water categories: Cloud particles, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail. Convective precipitation is parameterized following Molinari and Corsetti (1985) who proposed a simplified form of the Kuo scheme that accounts for updrafts and downdrafts. Convective parameterization is applied to the first and second RAMS domains.
Six simulations, summarized in Table 1 , are discussed and we divide them in two groups: The first group (four simulations), contains the control forecast and evaluates the role of one boundary factor (Calabrian orography) and one physical (surface latent heat flux), the second group (two simulations) shows the sensitivity of the case study to upper level forcing.
We expect that Calabrian orography and surface latent heat flux will be important in our simulations because the surface wind pattern is mainly from the southeast and advects relatively warm humid air masses toward the Calabrian mountain peaks. To study this issue, we adopt the methodology proposed by Stein and Alpert (1993) in order to isolate the role of each factor and their combined effect. When more than one factor is considered, it is not sufficient to compare a simulation done by removing some physical effect from the control simulation (in our study, simulation f 0 ) because the contribution associated with the interaction of two (or more) factors must be considered. A complete factor separation for n factors requires 2 n simulations, and thus we perform 4 simulations. Table 1 lists the 4 simulations and the algebraic combinations used to isolate the effects of the two factors.
The second group of simulations aims to estimate the sensitivity of the case study to dynamic upper level forcing by the PV inversion technique in a Limited Area Model Ensemble Prediction System (LEPS) framework. The ensemble setup is chosen for three main reasons. First, LEPS gives different scenarios compatible with the analysis/forecast errors and their comparison is a powerful tool to gain insight into the physical behaviour of the meteorological system. Moreover, in our methodology, scenarios are generated by maximizing the differences in the upper level PV anomaly and their comparison shows indirectly the scenarios sensitivity to the upper level PV anomaly. Second, the modelled pseudo water vapour images can be compared with the corresponding METEOSAT water vapour scene for different scenarios to evaluate their reliability (Santurette and Georgiev, 2005; Federico et al., 2007) , adding value to the forecast. Third, the methodology presented can be easily implemented operationally.
Initial and dynamic boundary conditions for the first group of simulations are derived from the ECMWF 12:00 UTC 9 December 2003 operational deterministic analysis/forecast cycle. Initial and dynamic boundary conditions for the second group are derived from the ECMWF-EPS (Ensemble Prediction System) operational cycle of the 12:00 UTC 9 December 2003.
All simulations, except for the PV perturbed runs, start on 12:00 UTC 9 December 2003 and end on 00:00 UTC 13 compared to 84 h forecasts. In the latter case the perturbed and unperturbed runs can follow very different trajectory in the phase space (also due to the complexity of the Mediterranean) making their results difficult to interpret.
Usually, numerical sensitivity experiments are driven by the large scale analyzed fields, however here we emphasize the potential use of the methodology for operational purposes. Thus, we prefer to present results obtained by forcing the Limited Areas Model RAMS by the operational analysis/forecast cycle of the general circulation model rather than by the analyzed fields.
Results

Control experiment
The control run, simulation f 0 , is able to represent the main features of the precipitation field in terms of the total amount and horizontal gradients in the north-south and west-east directions (Fig. 7a ). Abundant precipitation is predicted over the Sila and Pollino mountain ranges even though they are underestimated. It is important to note that modelled rainfall often overestimates precipitation upwind of the main peaks (Federico et al., 2003a; Romero et al., 1998; Pastor et al., 2001; Mass et al., 2002) mainly for severe weather and for high horizontal resolutions as those adopted in this paper. This is clearly evident over Aspromonte where RAMS overestimates rainfall on the upwind side of the mountain peak (i.e. east and south of the main peak) and underestimates precipitation leeward. Indeed, as shown by Figs. 4 and 5, although the flow is from the south/south-east throughout the entire event, high precipitation amounts were reported in several stations on the west side of Aspromonte, Serre, and Sila. This issue is very important to civil protection authorities because they are interested in the time and location of precipitation events larger than 50 mm/day in order to implement crisis management action plans.
To better evaluate model performance for this case study, deterministic scores have been computed for each simulation day and for the whole event. For objective verification we use the following methodology. First, remapping is performed from RAMS second grid to a 0.1•×0.1• grid following the procedure proposed by Baldwin (2000) . The advantage of this method is that it can conserve precipitation to any degree of accuracy. Once remapped, the precipitation forecast is compared with rain gauge measurements. Only model grid cells containing one or more rain gauges are considered for the comparison. If more than one rain gauge is located in a grid cell, their average is considered for the comparison.
Scores are the bias (BIA), the equitable threat score (ETS), the hit rate (HR), and the false alarm rate (FAR). To compute these scores, precipitation space is divided in four mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets: Hits (a) represent occasions where both rain forecasts and measurements are greater than or equal to a threshold; false alarms (b) represent the number of locations where the model is above a threshold and the measurement is under the same threshold; misses(c) represent occasions where the measurement is above a threshold and the forecast is under the same threshold; correct no forecasts (d) represent occasions where the model and measurements are both under the threshold.
Starting from the contingency table, BIA is defined as: BIA measures if the model overestimates or underestimates precipitation frequency over an area for a selected threshold. If BIA>1 the model overestimates the precipitation area, and if BIA<1 the model underestimates the precipitation area. For a perfect forecast BIA is equal to 1. The most widely used score, ETS, is defined as:
where a r is the expected number of correct forecasts above the threshold in a random forecast and forecast occurrence/non-occurrence is independent from observation/non-observation. It is defined as:
For a perfect forecast ETS is equal to 1, while it is less than or equal to zero for a useless forecast. HR and FAR are defined as:
They represent, respectively, the proportion of events that were actually forecast and the proportion of non-events that were incorrectly forecast to occur. For a perfect forecast HR is equal to 1 and FAR is 0.
Considering the entire event (Table 2) , the model forecast performs reasonably well. In fact, the BIA score is very close to 1 for thresholds up to the 150 mm while there is a tendency to overestimate precipitation for 200 mm. The good performance is also confirmed by the ETS score which is greater than 0 for all thresholds and by HR which is roughly greater than 25% for all precipitation amount and greater than 40% up to 100 mm. False alarms are always less than HR but they are about 30% for 50 mm and 100 mm. These false alarms are mainly due to the model rainfall overestimation upwind of Aspromonte. False alarms and misses over Pollino and on the lee of Aspromonte contribute to the low value of ETS for the 200 mm threshold.
Score analysis for the first day shows that the model is rather humid. The BIA for 10 December is 1.57 and 5.0 for 30 mm and 50 mm thresholds and model output shows that this is due to the overestimation of the rainfall upwind of Serre and Aspromonte and to the tendency of the model to anticipate the real atmospheric behaviour. The large BIA value for 50 mm also determines the low performance of ETS, HR, and FAR.
Scores for the second day show that the model is capable of representing the high precipitation amounts and the extension of the rainfall field for this day because BIA is nearly 1 for all thresholds. Moreover, ETS and HR scores show that the model is also well able to represent the precipitation pattern up to the 50 mm threshold. For 100 mm, a mislocation of rainfall is evident by the low value of ETS and HR while FAR is not negligible. Again, this mislocation is due to the rainfall recorded downwind of Aspromonte that is missed by the model and to the concurrent upwind forecast overestimation.
Scores for 12 December show that the model is quite able to forecast the real precipitation pattern and amount up to the 50 mm threshold. For higher thresholds there is a general tendency to underestimate the precipitation area. At the same time the relatively good values of ETS and HR for thresholds greater than 50 mm show that the forecast is able to represent part of the precipitation pattern for these thresholds, although not being able to forecast the amounts above 200 mm. In conclusion, despite the rainfall simulation deficiency described above, the model is able to represent the most important features of the precipitation field over Calabria and thus the model can be used to investigate the roles of orography, surface latent heat flux, and upper level forcing that are expected to be involved in this storm.
Sensitivity experiments 4.2.1 Boundary and physical factors
To better understand the roles of orography and surface latent heat flux we discuss the precipitation fields for simulations f 1 , f 2 and f 3 (Table 1) .
Total accumulated rainfall for simulation f 1 (not reported) is less than 35 mm everywhere over the domain of Fig. 7 and less than 25 mm over Calabria. Compared to the control run (simulation f 0 ), these amounts show that synoptic forcing alone is not capable of producing the high precipitation recorded for this storm event. Figure 7b shows the total precipitation accumulated for 10-13 December for the run in which Calabria orography is flattened to 1 m height (f 3 ) but with surface latent heat flux activated. It roughly gives the role of surface latent heat fluxes (f 3 −f 1 , Table 1 ) because precipitation for experiment f 1 is much less than precipitation simulated for f 3 . Rainfall along the Ionian coast is confined in a short distance near the coastline because the surface roughness changes along this line and forces convergence and upward motions. The ambient flow is wet enough that air masses are able to reach their Level of Free Convection (LFC, which is as low as 950 hPa before the initiation of convection) and precipitation occurs. The role of surface latent heat flux is not negligible, nevertheless total precipitation is largely reduced compared to the control case and suggests the important contribution of other factors to the total precipitation. Figure 7c shows the total precipitation accumulated over 10-13 December for the no latent heat fluxes run (f 2 ) but with the actual Calabrian orography. It roughly gives the role of the Calabrian orography (f 2 −f 1 , Table 1 ) because precipitation for simulation f 1 is much less than precipitation simulated for f 2 .In this case the effect of topography is clear because precipitation maxima are along the main peaks, up windward. However, total precipitation is largely reduced compared to the control case and suggests the contribution of other factors to explain the precipitation amount of the case study. Figure 7d shows the synergetic effect of Calabrian orography and surface latent heat flux (f 0 −f 3 −f 2 +f 1 , Table 1 ). Humid air masses are advected from the Ionian Sea toward Calabrian east coast where they interact with the steep mountain ranges determining rainfall. This situation persisted for two days and contributed to the unusually large amounts of precipitation recorded for this event. The orography and surface latent heat flux synergetic effect gives by far the most important contribution to the total precipitation over southern Calabria compared to the previous effects analyzed, and accounts for most of the precipitation simulated in the control run (f 0 ).
In conclusion, the boundary factor (orography) and the physical factor (surface latent heat flux) were fundamental mesoscale ingredients of the storm because they determined intense and abundant rainfall over Calabria, mainly by their synergic effect.
Previous results and the cyclone synoptic scale analysis (Sect. 2) suggest that the influence of the PV anomaly on the atmospheric development should be significant. We found that the key mesoscale factor is the synergic interaction between Calabrian orography and surface latent heat flux. This mesoscale factor depends on the synoptic scale cyclone development. In fact, the cyclone sea level pressure pattern ensures that air masses impinge over the steep Calabrian eastern coast after a long fetch over the sea which ensures the moisture supply (Figs. 4a and 5a ) and this synoptic scale pattern is a prerequisite for the mesoscale precipitation. A perturbation in the PV field results in a different atmospheric stability and vertical motions that have an impact on the cyclone evolution at the synoptic scale. Because the key mesoscale factor of this case study strictly depends on the synoptic scale pattern, we expect that a perturbation in the PV field will have an important effect on the quantitative precipitation forecast through the modification of the synergic action of the local orography and surface latent heat fluxes.
We discuss the role of the upper level forcing in the next subsection.
Analysis of the storm PV sensitivity
The strategy adopted to study the sensitivity of the storm to the upper level PV anomaly and to examine its predictability consists of generating different "scenarios", compatible with the analysis/forecast error, with respect to a reference run (hereafter also referred as control). In this approach we assume that the model is perfect and that the major error sources are associated with deficiencies in the knowledge of initial conditions ingested into the mesoscale model, a real problem for the Mediterranean. To generate PV perturbations we use a LEPS approach because it provides different scenarios which are compatible with current analysis/forecast errors.
LEPS methodology is detailed in the following two main points:
1. Five sets of perturbed initial and boundary conditions are generated by a hierarchical clustering technique applied to the results of a Brute Force (BF) run performed by the RAMS model with 50 km horizontal resolution. The horizontal resolution of ECMWF-EPS analysis and forecast cycle is T L 255, which corresponds to about 80 km grid-point spacing. RAMS-BF simulations enhance the horizontal resolution and are used to compute derived variables as PV or the height of the dynamic tropopause. We perform 51 runs of the RAMS model driven by the 51 global predictions of the ECMWF-EPS, then we gather those runs by the following methodology:
-We begin with 51 clusters where each RAMS-BF member belongs to one cluster. -From t 0 +24 h to t 0 +84 h, where t 0 is the initial simulation time, we calculate the space-averaged quadratic distances between all RAMS-BF members for the height of the dynamic tropopause. The space-averaged quadratic distance between RAMS-BF members k and l, at time t, is given by:
where hgt k and hgt l are the heights of the dynamic tropopause for the members k and l, respectively, and the summation spans over all grid points inside the central Mediterranean basin (5 ′ E-20 ′ E; 35 ′ N-45 ′ N). The distance between members k and l is determined by averaging d(t) over all available model outputs from t 0 +24 h to t 0 +84 h. -The two clusters with minimum distance are grouped together. -Next, we calculate distances between different clusters by averaging distances between all cluster members. -The previous two steps are repeated until only five clusters remain.
-One representative member (RM) is selected for each of the five clusters by minimizing the ratio between the distance from its own cluster members and the distance from members belonging to other clusters.
2. For each of the five RMs, a high resolution RAMS forecast, with 6 km maximum horizontal resolution, is performed to resolve local scales which have a high impact on local weather and are not represented properly in the ECMWF-EPS and in the RAMS-BF because of their horizontal resolutions. For this case study the horizontal resolution of ECMWF-EPS is T L 255, which corresponds to about 80 km grid-point spacing. These five simulations ("scenarios") form the RAMS-LEPS.
The number of scenarios (five) was selected by trial and error considering two basic requirements: LEPS should have a proper representation of different scenarios simulated by RAMS-BF, and we need to reduce computational time to implement the method operationally. Figure 8 shows the horizontal domains used by RAMS-BF and RAMS-LEPS. The former has one grid with 50 km horizontal resolution and the latter has two nested grids with 30 km and 6 km horizontal resolutions (two-way nesting). Vertical levels are the same as the previously discussed simulations. This methodology was already presented in Federico et al. (2006) but, for our study, we adopt the height of the dynamic tropopause as the discriminating variable in the hierarchical clustering technique in order to focus on upper level tropospheric forcing. This height is computed for each RAMS-BF member for each grid point and for all available time outputs. Frequency of model output is 6 h. RAMS-BF simulations are used instead of ECMWF-EPS to increase the horizontal, and mainly the vertical resolution. ECMWF-EPS is available at standard pressure levels and we need to increase the vertical resolution to properly compute derived variables.
The application of the clustering technique for this case study gives the clusters summarized in Table 3 . From now on, we associate each RAMS-BF or RAMS-LEPS member with the number of the corresponding ECMWF-EPS member whose fields are used to drive RAMS. Cluster 1 (RM 06) and cluster 2 (RM 09) account for 90% of the total RAMS-BF members. Cluster 3 (RM 07) has three members and represents 6% of the total ensemble population. Cluster 4 (RM 10) and cluster 5 (RM 44), each with one member, represent 4% of the total ensemble population.
To gain more insight into the physical interpretation of the storm evolution, we examine the height of the dynamic tropopause simulated by RMs of the five clusters and by the unperturbed forecast on 12 December 00:00 UTC (Fig. 9) . This time is chosen because it is representative of RMs behaviour for 11 and 12 December. From Fig. 9 it follows that all RMs show the PV anomaly of this event even if there are differences between RMs. Hereafter RM 06 is chosen as the control forecast because it is the RM of the most populated cluster and the unperturbed forecast belongs to its cluster. The height of the dynamic tropopause for RM 09 (cluster 2) over Africa is higher compared to RM 06 and its pattern is slightly shifted to the east. Model output shows that the lower height of the dynamic tropopause corresponds to less intense surface winds, lower rain rate, and less accumulated rain at the end of the forecast (Fig. 10) .
The RM 07 dynamic tropopause has a rather different pattern and shape compared to RM 06. We note that the RM 07 upper level cutoff and the minimum height of the dynamic tropopause over Africa are shifted to the east. This is a consequence of a faster movement of the RM 07 cyclone from west to east with important consequences on the precipitation field (Fig. 10) . As expected, RM 07 has less rainfall because the cyclone and the surface wind field are less stationary over Calabria compared to RM 06. The eastward transition speed of the cyclone is a key feature of this storm. Faster (slower) transition corresponds to a shorter (longer) interaction of surface humid air masses with the steep Calabrian orography which results in lesser (greater) rainfall over Calabria.
The RM 10 height of the dynamic tropopause pattern is similar to RM 07 and is shifted to the east compared to RM 06, however its precipitation is larger (Fig. 10) than RM 07. A closer inspection of Fig. 9 reveals that the shapes of the upper level cutoff and of the dynamic tropopause are different and extend more northward for RM 10 compared to RM 07. Model output analysis reveals that this determines more intense precipitation that lasts longer over Calabria. Similar considerations apply to RM 44.
The unperturbed forecast shows a similar pattern of the dynamic tropopause and upper level cutoff to RM 06 but it is shifted to the east. This has consequences on the accumulated rainfall for the two simulations (Fig. 10) . Again, RM 06 has greater precipitation because the simulated cyclone is more stationary over Calabria and this produces greater rainfall for RM 06 compared to the unperturbed forecast.
Before we conclude this discussion on RMs, we remark that RAMS-LEPS performs well for this study and the RMs of the ensemble are able to describe the development of the cyclone and the associated rainfall pattern. Among RAMS-LEPS simulations, we note that only RM 07 is not able to forecast the recorded rainfall amount over southern Calabria.
The use of five scenarios gives a satisfactory physical insight to the storm evolution. Figures 9 and 10 show storm sensitivity to: (a) different values of the height of the dynamic tropopause (RM 06-RM 09); (b) cyclone progression from west to east (RM 06-RM 07); and (c) different shapes of the height of the dynamic tropopause (RM 06-RM 07-RM 10-RM 44). Moreover, the examination of different scenarios for other cases studies (Federico et al., 2006; Federico et al., 2007) shows that the use of five scenarios is usually a good compromise between the two basic requirements.
PV sensitivity numerical experiments
The previous analysis is the rationale for the perturbing strategy adopted in the dynamic sensitivity test discussed below, which uses the PV inversion technique summarized in Appendix A.
Our working hypothesis is that the precipitation pattern is sensitive to the mesoscale structure of the uppertropospheric PV filament. To verify this hypothesis we perform two pseudo forecasts, hereafter referred as RM 06p+ and RM 06p− (perturbed RM 06 forecasts plus and minus), in which two artificial initial states are generated on 00:00 UTC 12 December for the RM 06 forecast. These states serve as the initial conditions to simulate atmospheric developments during the following 24 h. The sensitivity experiment uses the first grid of RAMS-LEPS (Fig. 8) only. RM 06 is chosen as the control state because its cluster, with 26 members, is the most populated, and the unperturbed forecast belongs to the cluster whose RM is 06. RM 07 is chosen as the perturbing forecast because its precipitation pattern over southern Calabria is the most different from RM 06 and we are interested in investigating the influence of dynamic forcing on precipitation.
The difference between initial conditions for the RM 06 and RM 06p+ simulations and the RM 06 and RM 06p− simulations is obtained by the following three steps.
-On 00:00 UTC 12 December we compute the PV complete distribution from the RM 06 fields. Then, we invert this PV field, by the methodology described in Appendix A, to obtain the inverted balanced fields (i.e. geopotential, potential temperature and horizontal wind components) for the control state.
-At the same simulation time, we select a PV element from the difference between the PV fields of RM 06 and RM 07. This element is isolated by requiring that the PV difference above 500 hPa between RM 07 and RM 06 is greater than 0.5 PVU. The volume defined by this PV element is hereafter referred as target volume. The value of 0.5 PVU is chosen because it roughly individuates, above 500 hPa, a target volume over the Ionian Sea and the value of the PV inside this volume is expected to be important because it can influence the storm progression from west to east. Inside the target volume, the PV of the control state is increased (decreased) for the RM 06p+ (RM 06p−) simulation by 25% of its value giving a perturbed PV field. The value of 25% of PV is chosen because it gives differences in PV fields for the control and perturbed forecasts which are comparable with differences between PV values of different scenarios inside the target volume and are representative of errors that occur in the operational forecast.
-The PV perturbed field is inverted giving new balanced fields. The differences between the balanced fields obtained in this step and those obtained in the first step are added to the control state to obtain the perturbed analysis fields.
Finally we perform a new pseudo forecast starting from the perturbed analyzed fields.
Even if the methodology is overwhelmingly phenomenological and subjective, we stress that it is an efficient way to test the sensitivity of the precipitation pattern, intensity, and abundance to the upper level PV streamer position and intensity. Also, it is representative of operational forecast errors. Moreover, the methodology can be easily implemented in an operational context by involving humans in the forecasting system.
The thick line of Fig. 11a shows the area intersected by the target volume on the 300 hPa isobaric surface. Inside this area the PV field is perturbed according to the methodology described above. The area is mainly over the Ionian Sea because of the eastward displacement of the upper level cutoff for RM 07 compared to RM 06. Figure 11a also shows the upper level cold cutoff over Tunisia.
As a consequence of the application of the PV inversion methodology for the RM 06p+ simulation (Fig. 11b ), the upper level cutoff is slightly shifted to the east compared to the control forecast and it is deeper because of the increased PV values inside the target volume. This is also shown by the difference of the geopotential heights (shaded contours of Fig. 11b ) and by the potential temperature field. The greater values of PV in the target volume cool the atmosphere below and warm the air above enhancing the atmospheric static stability. Potential temperature perturbations are as large as 8-10 K at 300 hPa.
Conversely, the upper level cutoff for the RM 06p− forecast is shifted to the southwest compared to the control run ( Fig. 11c) and is located between Libya, Tunisia, and Algeria. Figure 12a , b, and c shows the geopotential height at 300 hPa and the surface instantaneous rain rate for the RM 06, RM 06p+ and RM 06p− on 09:00 UTC 12 December, i.e. 9h later the initial simulation time of the PV sensitivity experiments. Compared to state, the RM 06+ forecast cutoff (Fig. 12b) is shifted to the northeast as expected from the vorticity perturbation and resulting fields signatures added to this simulation. Rainfall surface pattern is shifted to the east: in RM 06+ precipitation is falling mainly over northeast Calabria, while in RM 06 it is still well active over southern Calabria (compare the 1 mm/h contour of Figs. 12a and 12b over southern Calabria).
Conversely, the 300 hPa cutoff for the RM 06p− run is west of the control run cutoff (Fig. 12a) and located over the Algeria-Tunisia border (Fig. 12c) . It is also higher compared to the control run, as expected from the PV perturbations and resulting fields signatures added to the RM 06p− simulation. The surface rain rate field over Calabria and Sicily also shows a southwest displacement in the RM 06p− forecast compared to the control case. The 1 mm/h contour for RM 06 lies between Calabria and Sicily while it is well over Sicily for the RM 06p− forecast.
These results confirm that the surface rain rate is less (more) stationary over southern Calabria for RM 06p+ (RM 06−) compared to the control case. The lower (higher) stagnancy of the cyclone for 12 December determines a lesser (greater) total rainfall over Calabria as shown in Fig. 13 which reports the accumulated precipitation for RM 06 (Fig. 13a) , RM 06p+ (Fig. 13b) and RM 06p− (Fig. 13c) for the 12 December. Rainfall is greater for RM 06 compared to RM 06p+ over almost all the domain of Fig. 13 . In particular, the largest differences are in southeast Calabria and over Sicily. Rainfall over Calabria is less for RM 06p+ as a consequence of the faster eastward movement of the cyclone. Fig. 11b . RM 06p+ geopotential height (m, black solid contours), potential temperature (K, red solid contours) and the difference between RM 06p+ and RM 06 geopotential heights (m, filled contours) at 300 hPa on 00:00 UTC 12 December. Conversely, RM 06p− precipitation for 12 December is greater over Calabria compared to the control simulation (Fig. 13c) . Values are greater than 200 mm over eastern Calabria and more than 100 mm are simulated over all southern Calabria. Finally, we remark that differences in the precipitation fields of RM 06p+, RM 06p−, and RM 06 should be even greater for higher horizontal grid resolutions. In fact, when the horizontal resolution is increased, the local topographical mesoscale features and their associated Fig. 12a . Geopotential height (m, solid contours) at 300 hPa and surface instantaneous rain rate (mm/h, dot-dashed contours, contours from 1 mm/h to 5 mm/h every 2 mm/h) on 09:00 UTC 12 December for the RM 06 forecast. circulations are better resolved, producing a general increase of modelled precipitation over the upwind slopes (Mass et al., 2002) . This likely enhances differences between precipi- tation fields of different forecasts because the areas of greatest precipitation are determined by the interaction between air masses and major topographical features, so slightly different interactions can give larger differences in the precipitation field.
These results confirm that in the complex Mediterranean region, where several mountain ranges are near the sea, precipitation is quite sensitive to small changes in the cyclone pattern, stagnancy, and structure (Romero et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2007) .
This sensitivity poses questions about the predictability of intense precipitation events in the central Mediterranean Sea basin. Complex physiographic features and sparse data make weather forecasting for this region a difficult task. Thus, meteorological precursors, such as the PV streamer, may need to be used in order to improve forecasts.
We speculate that the methodology reported in this subsection could be a first step in this direction for two reasons.
One, the comparison between different scenarios compatible with the analysis/forecast errors is useful to gain insight into the physical behaviour of the cyclone.
Two, when different "scenarios" are derived compatible with the analysis/forecast errors, a comparison between modelled pseudo water vapour images for cluster RMs and the corresponding METEOSAT water vapour scene can be used to evaluate the "scenarios" reliability. Preliminary results of this methodology for Calabria are presented in Federico et al. (2007) .
However, we also recognize that many more case studies need to be investigated to support these issues. 
Conclusions
In this study we use RAMS to study an intense and high impact storm that occurred over Calabria, southern Italy, on 10-12 December 2003. We study the storm at the mesoscale, and evaluate the storm sensitivity to one boundary factor (Calabrian orography), one physical factor (surface latent heat flux), and one dynamic factor (PV anomaly).
The results show that mesoscale factors had a major role in this storm event. Indeed, results from the factor separation technique show that Calabrian orography and surface latent heat flux from the Mediterranean Sea contribute to the total precipitation amount mainly due to their synergetic effect and this accounts for a large part of the total precipitation that occurred over the southern part of the peninsula. This is expected by the examination of the synoptic scale forcing that advected humid and relatively warm humid air masses toward the Calabrian east coast throughout the event. Moreover, the simulation in which both physical effects are removed did not predict significant precipitation for this storm and shows that mesoscale factors were very important for this event.
Synoptic scale development of the case study is a prerequisite for the synergetic effect of mesoscale factors. In fact, it is the synoptic scale storm development which ensures that air masses move toward the steep Calabrian orography after a long fetch over the sea. Thus, the second part of the paper verifies the working hypothesis that rainfall pattern and abundance are sensitive to upper-tropospheric forcing. PV perturbations are selected by comparing different scenarios, compatible with analysis/forecast errors, generated in a LEPS.
This analysis shows that precipitation is sensitive to the cyclone movement from west to east which is sensitive to the PV perturbations. Smaller (larger) values of upper level PV over the Ionian Sea correspond to a slower (faster) transition of the cyclone from west to east which results in a greater (lesser) precipitation over Calabria.
This point reveals the limited predictability of this kind of episode because a small change in the PV initial conditions produces a different precipitation pattern. The methodology presented in this paper, if confirmed by further investigations, suggests a possible strategy to cope with this issue.
